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Preface 

All languages have verbs, and almost all languages have irregular verbs. Students 
and even native speakers have to deal with both. Most English dictionaries feature 
a complete list of 300 or so irregular verbs; and for French there is a little book, 
'Bescherelle - 1. La conjugaison pour tous' ('Conjugation for Everybody'), which 

covers the French verb completely. This book endeavours to do the same for the 
Korean verb: full coverage, including archaic forms that are still used in modern 
renderings of ancient Korean literature and plays, which are part of the Korean 
culture. 

This makes this book of prime interest to anybody who is involved in studying 
or teaching the Korean language, and more in particular to the intermediate and 
advanced student of Korean who likes to have a work of reference at hand or 
occasionally feels the need for more detailed information. 

Coverage 

The purpose of this book is to explain all Korean verb forms, where a 'verb form' is 

defined as a stem connected to an ending, without intervening space. This means 
that the verb form .!i!.LH~üi.B. is explained, but the verb expression .!i!. ~ 7iOlI.B. is 
not (although the verb forms .!i!. ~ and 7iOlI.B. are explained). 

Verbs, suffixes, and endings are introduced without regard to frequency of use. 
Most items presented in this book are in more or less everyday use, but for complete
ness' sake the lists of verbs, suffixes, and endings in this book contain many items 
which are sometimes considered 'rare'. Experience has shown, however, that 'rare' 

endings occur surprisingly often; we quote from a children's comic book on Korean 
history:l ... .:::il~~~ Ail~ L LI2.~ - ... and it is a fact that I founded the Ancient 
Korean Nation; within a few pages we find Ail~~~2.~, o~ß-LI q, and ~.:1:01 q; 
and the blunt speech style ending -.:1:, of which Ho-Min Sohn writes '[M]any con
temporary Koreans, including the author of this book, have not used this level at 
all in their lives' (Sohn Ho-Min, Korean, Routledge, 1994, page 9) was found as 
a publicity gimmick on a shop receipt in 2017: ~.B.~ ?:! q ~.:1: - You need it -
we've got it. Almost all of Korean grammar is very much alive. 
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All verbs listed in this book can be found in the larger dictionaries. With very 
few exceptions, we have avoided dialect forms and words. 

How to use this book 

This book has three main features: the three-stem method; the complete treatment 
of irregular and similar regular verbs; and the complete annotated list of verb suffixes 
and endings. Each is useful in its own right; together they embody a complete 
understanding of the Korean verb form. 

The three-stem method splits the verb form in a stem part and an ending part, 
in such a way that the two parts are independent entities, which can freely be 
combined with other stems and endings. Traditionally a form like I:!jOj.B. is divided 
I:!j-Oj.B.. but in this book it is divided I:!jOj-.B.; likewise I:!j ° '2! is divided I:!j 0-'2! 
rather than traditionally I:!j_o '2!. Together I:!j-, I:!jOj-, and I:!j 0_ represent the plain, 
extended, and padded stems of the verb I:!j q. Each of the more than 200 endings in 
Chapter 7 combines with one of these three stems, supplying the reader with 200+ 
verb forms for the price of three stem forms. The three-stem method is explained in 
detail in Chapters 1 and 2. Since the consistent application of this method is new, 
care has been taken to introduce it in a reasoned and substantiated way. 

Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 use the three-stem method to simplify the treatment 
of the irregular consonant stems, vowel stems, 2-stems, and generated verbs re
spectively. To provide familiarity with the resulting verb forms, full-page paradigms 
conta i n i ng u p to 26 verb forms are given for more tha n 30 representative verbs; more 
than 60 verbs are shown in shorter eight-form paradigms; and all irregular verbs are 
shown with four representative forms. It will be useful to go through the full-page 
paradigms and see how each form is built; the eight-form paradigms provide inter
esting detail; and the full lists of irregular verbs can be consulted as needed using 
the verb form index, or they can just be perused. The same applies to the entries 
for endings and suffixes in Chapter 7, which starts on page 133. 

The verb form index, starting from page 203, contains all verb forms in the 
full-page paradigms and the short paradigms, and the basic ones from the one-line 
listings. 
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Chapter 1 

Verbs and sterns 

The student of Korean is, almost from day one, confronted by irregular verbs. They 
seem to come in a wide variety and to attach themselves to verb endings in confusing 
ways. Likewise, the (foreign) student of English too is soon confronted by irregular 
verbs: I have - he has, I write - I wrote, etc. 

Korean and English verbs are irregular in completely different ways, however. 
There are about 300 irregular verbs in English, each with just three forms (for 
example to go - went - gone), and they hardly form groups: each verb is individually 
irregular. All other English verbs are regular. Korean has a number of classes of 
verbs and each verb has between 150 and 250 forms, but these forms fall into four 
classes, and inside these classes everything is regular. There are very few individual 
irregularities and Korean is quite a regular language, despite appearances. 

In summary, the English verbs are irregular but simple; the Korean verbs are reg
ular but complex. English verbs can be mastered by just learning the three forms of 
the 300 irregular verbs; the rest is regular. For the Korean verb a different approach 
is needed, one based on structure. 

1.1 The Korean verb form in a nutshell 

Every Korean verb form consists of a stem, possibly modified, followed by an ending, 
also possibly modified. The rest of this book fills in the details of that simple 
observation. 

Examples of verb forms are1 

I:!j Gi.B. - someone eats, from 
I:!j- - to eat (stem) + -(Of/Di).B. (informal present tense ending), 

*LI q - someone sees, from 
.!i!.- - to see (stem) + _(A) Cl LI q (formal present tense ending), 

and 

1 The notation for endings is explained on page 9. 
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~~LI71~ - because it is cold, from 
~- - to be cold (stem) + -(Q)LI71~ (ending meaning because). 

A Korean verb can literally have hundreds of forms2 This high number is ob

tained by gluing endings or ending combinations to the verb stem. One of the 
problems with the Korean verb is that these endings often modify the stem; and in 

some cases the stem modifies the ending. With thousands of verbs and hundreds of 
endings there are hundreds of thousands of verb forms3 and if a large percentage 
of these forms were irregular, Korean would be impossible to learn. 

Fortunately the verbs come in dasses and the endings come in dasses, in such 
a way that all verbs in the same verb dass combine in the same way to all endings, 

and all endings in the same endings dass combine in the same way with all verbs. So 
only the combinations of verb dasses and endings dasses will have to be specified 
to allow a person to come up with any desired form. That is the principle on which 
this book is based. 

1.2 Basics 

To discuss verbs, endings, and their forms we need to introduce a number of terms. 
Some of them are general and may be familiar to the reader, but some are specific 
to this book. Examples are 'extended stem' and 'padded stem'. An extensive list of 
terms can be found in the Glossary, starting on page 191. 

Most of the definitions given here are approximate and some might even make 
linguists frown. But languages are too fuzzy to be caught in simple definitions, and 

we need a vocabulary to talk about them. 

1.2.1 Letters and words 

A word in Korean (and English) is made up of consonants and vowels. Each word 
contains at least one vowel: there are no words without vowels. The vowels of 
(written) English are a, e, i, 0, u, and, in some words, y. The Korean vowels are, in 
dictionary order, 

~, H, ~, H, ~, ~I, ~, ~I, ...1..., -Ll -'-H, -'-I. i.L, T, Tl, T~1. TI. TT, -, -I. I. 

These vowels can be divided in series and arranged in a table as foliows: 

2Estimates differ: the index of Yeon & Brown's Korean - A Comprehensive Grammar (Yeon & 
Brown 2011) has 160 verb endings and King's internet Korean Grammar Dictionary has 424 verb 
endings. 

3Park's 500 Basic Korean Verbs (Park 2011) shows more than 27000 verb forms. 
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basic vowels ~ ~ --L , 
fronted vowels H ~I ..LI TI -I 
y-series, basic ~ ~ il.. TT 

y-series, fronted H ~I 

w-series, basic -L~ Tl 
w-series, fron ted -'-H T~I 

The table shows that there are six basic vowels, each written with the simplest 
strokes possible. For five of these basic vowels there is a similar vowel that is pro
nounced more in the front of the mouth: the vowel is fronted. For example, ' ~ , 
becomes 'H', ' ~ , becomes '~I', '--L' becomes '..LI', etc. The fronted vowels are 
written with an ' I ' added to the right of the original vowels. They can be found 

in the above table directly below the vowels they derive from. 
Six of the basic and fronted vowels can be preceded by a y sound, which is 

written as a small stroke added to the letter, next to the stroke that is already 
there; these form the y-series. And four of them can be preceded by a w sound, 
which is written as an '--L' or ',' in front of the letter; these form the w-series. 

The English consonants are b, c, d, f g, h, j, k, I, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, in 
some words y, and z. The Korean consonants are, in dictionary order, 

I, 11, L, C, C[, 2, 0, Cl, ~~, A, M, 0, ;;Z, 71-, ~, =J, E, II, an d o. 

The consonants 

I, C, Cl, and ;;z 

are called plosives, because they are pronounced with a little explosion; they also 
occur 'doubled' or 'tense': 

11, C[, ~~, an d 71-, 

and are then pronounces with a snap rather than with a little explosion. The con
sonants 

L, 2 0, A, and 0 

are called non-plosives, or continuants, because it is possible to continue them; the 
A can be doubled (made tense): M. And the consonants 

~, =J, E, II, and-o 

are called aspirates, from the Latin asp/räre - to breathe, because they involve a lot 

of breath. 
We distinguish these groups because they behave differently. For example aspi

rates do not occur in verb endings: there are verbs endings with a C in them, -q, 
-~C:1I, etc., but there are no verb endings with a E in them. And while 11 and M 

occur in a few endings, the other double plosives are not found in any endings. In 
short, 
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I C Cl,;;Z, L, 2 0, and A 

are the main building blocks of verb endings. 

Korean words consist of syllabies , character blocks that have a consonant at 
the top, where the 0 is silent, a vowel in the middle, and possibly a consonant at 
the bottom, where the 0 has an ng sound. The consonant at the bottom is called 
batchim (tgt~, 'support'). The double consonants C[, ~~, and 71- do not occur as 
batchim, but the following 13 double consonants do: 

11, 1A, LA, L.5, 21, 20, 2~, 2A, 2E, 2lI, 25, ~,and M. 

For example, the syllable ~ consists of the consonant -0, the vowel ' ~ , and the 

batchim 2; and the syllable ~i consist of the consonant 0, silent here, the vowel 
, I ' and the double batchim 21 

1.2.2 Sentences 

In aillanguages words are strung together into sentences. In writing a sentence ends 
in a dot (.) (also called period). An example is: 

A~~~~ C!jOj.B.. - 1 eat an apple. 

Every senten ce has a subject, the person or thing the senten ce is about, and a 

predicate, which teils what the subject does or iso In the English translation above 1 
is the subject and eat an apple is the predicate. In the Korean sentence the subject 
is also LH7~ - I, but under the rules of the Korean language it has been left out. 
This is not as strange as it sounds: the subject of the English senten ce Go away! is 
clearly you, but under the rules of the English language it has been left out. And 
A~~~~ C!jOj.B. is the predicate. 

A predicate always contains a verb form, a form of a verb that fits the senten ce. 
In the English translation, eat is the verb form; if the subject had been he, the 

verb form would have been eats to fit the sentence (as in He eats an apple). In the 
Korean sentence the verb form is C!jOj.B.; in Korean the verb form is always the last 
word of the senten ce, except in informal conversation. 

Many verbs, especially those that describe an action, have not only a subject, 
which does the action, but also an object, which is the object of the action. A verb 

that can have an object is called transitive. In the English senten ce above an apple 
is the object; in the Korean senten ce it is A~~~~. If the object is already known, it 
is left out in Korean: 0IJ<lI ~';,1Oj.B. but in English it has to be replaced by it: Now 
1 have finished it. 

Subjects and objects are nouns forms; a noun is a word that indicates aperson, 
an animal, a thing, or an idea. We say 'noun forms' because in Korean (and in 

English) a noun can have different forms depending on its function in the senten ce. 
The noun is A~~~, but as an object it is A~~~~ and as a subject it would be A~~~7~. 
In English a noun can have four forms at most (apple, apples, and perhaps apple's, 
and apples'); Korean nouns can have over thirty forms, but they are all regular, so 
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they present no particular difficulty. 
Predicates are formed from verbs. The verb in the above example is I:!j q - to 

eat in its dictionary form, and in the present tense it has the form 1:!j0i.B.. English 
verbs have three or four forms at most (have, has, had plus possibly hath); a Korean 
verb can have far over a hund red forms. 

What is the subject and what is the object may seem to differ sometimes between 
English and Korean, but this is largely a semantic illusion. An example is the Korean 
senten ce 

Ai ~ Af~Pf ~0i.B.. - I have an apple. 

In Korean Af~f7~ is marked as the subject, and in English the apple is clearly the 
object of have. But the Korean senten ce literally means As to me, there is an apple, 
and there the apple is the subject of the verb form is, just as in English, so the 
a pparent contradiction disa ppears. 

1.3 Sterns 

The stems we have seen until now, I:!j-, .!i!.-, ~-, etc., were all simple stems, but 
in general a stem can consist of several parts. Even English stems can show some 
structure, as in computer-ise or familiar-ise, but Korean takes this principle much, 
much further. 

A stem consists of a root followed by zero or more suffixes, but to show how 
this works a larger example is needed: 

~OfcjP17JjIAi .!i!.AI<.Z:t~Oi.B.. - Grandfather may have seen (it). 

where .!i!.AI<.Z:t~Oi.B. is the verb form. It consists of a stem .!i!.AI<.Z:t~- and an ending 
-(Of/Di).B., and it is in the stem that we are interested in here. 

Where there is a stem there must be averb, and indeed there is: 

.!i!.AI <.Z:t ~ q - to be likely that a respected person has seen something 

The English equivalent is quite a mouthful, but is exactly what .!i!.AI <.Z:t~q means, 
and it makes sense in the literal translation: It is likely that respected grandfather 
has seen it. 

The stem .!i!.AI<.Z:t~- consists of the stem .!i!.AI<.Z:t- plus the suffix -~-; the suffix 
-~- creates stems for verbs that indicate likelihood. Because of the way they con
nect, stems are written with a connecting hyphen on the right, endings get one on 
the left, and suffixes get hyphens on both si des. 

The stem .!i!.AI <.Z:t- too comes with averb: 

.!i!.AI<.Z:tq - to have seen something (speaking of a respected person) 

It consists of the stem .!i!.AI- plus the suffix -<.Z:t-; this suffix creates stems with past 
tense meaning. 

The stem .!i!.AI- comes again with averb: 
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.!i!.AI q - to see something (speaking of a respected person) 

It in its turn consists of the root .!i!.- plus the suffix -(Q) AI-. This suffix creates stems 
for verbs that should be used when the subject is a respected person; such forms 
are called honorifics. 

And the root .!i!.- comes with the dictionary form of the verb: 

.!i!.q - to see something 

With the root we have reached rock bottom: it does not consist of something else 
and is just itself. 

Suffixes are a peculiar sort of endings: a word cannot end in -AI- or -<.Z:t- or -~-, 
but a stem can. Suffixes behave just like ending when they connect to a stem, so 
they are also included in the chapter about endings, in Section 2.4. 

1.4 Plain, extended, and padded sterns 

Manyendings seem to start with a vowel. Examples are -(Q) L171~ - because, -(Of/Di).B. 
- informal present tense, and -(Q) '2! - if: 

tgto L171~ - because somebody receives 

I:!j Gi.B. - somebody eats 

I:!j 0 '2! - if somebody eats 

Traditionally these initial vowels are regarded as part of the endings, but they dis
appear easily and their presence is often more visible in the stems they modify than 
in the endings themselves, as the following examples show: 

7 ~- + -(Q) '2! -t 7 ~'2! - if someone goes, 
in which the 0 disappears; 

7~- + -(Of/Di).B. -t 7~.B. - someone goes (informal), 
in which the O~/Gi disappears; 

~- + -(Of/Di).B. -t qo~.B. - it gets better, 
in which the stem is modified by the vowel of the ending; 

~- + -(Of/Di).B. -t .s=.2.~.B. - someone helps, 
in which the O~/Gi disappears and the stem is modified; and 

7~- + _(A) Cl LI q -t f%LI q - someone goes (formal), 
in which the ending loses its first two letters. 

(Items that require special attention are marked by a yellow background.) 

Three classes of ending can be distinguished, based on how they connect to a stem: 

• those that connect directly to the stem, without modification; these have a 
subclass of endings that attach directly to the stem but lose one or two of 
their initial letters if the stem ends in a vowel; 


